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WATCH OUR CLIP ON YouTube
User Profile Manager (UPM) is an innovative solution for managing access to your Document Management System based on FirstDoc® or plain Documentum® platform.
Over the last years the industry’s business model has evolved in the direction of **collaborating with external parties**, either being CROs, other service providers or peer pharmaceutical companies.

This business model imposes new requirements on how access management is handled in Content Management Systems. An organization has to be able to demonstrate **compliance** with both **contractual obligations** as well as **internal information access policies**.
So what is the problem?

- Solutions like Documentum and FirstDoc can cope with complex security models but still present a challenge when it comes to efficiency and maintenance...

So what is the problem?
Conistent membership and access management remains a painful process
UPM allows implementation and easy maintenance of security models that correspond to organization’s complex business needs ensuring controlled access:

• for internal users and their roles in project teams (including temporary roles)

• for CROs handling company’s eTMF or participating in drug development process

• for firewalled products (developing ‘competitive’ products for the same indication)
UPM is designed for Documentum and FirstDoc

...allowing to concentrate on business roles instead of individual group memberships (automation)

...ensuring privilege consistency

...allowing to delegate some of the typical IT tasks to business administrators

...bringing additional value through detailed reporting of users' current and historical roles

...allowing to monitor teams working on projects

...increasing efficiency

...reducing complexity

...streamlining access management activities by focusing on business roles and their specific access needs.
DMS Access Management Complexity

sample case: 6 users, 7 business roles, 23 groups, 2 products (ABC, XYZ) and 4 trials (C101, C102, C203, C301)

...imagine how a real-life situation would look like...
GET IN TOUCH!

Find more information at www.userprofilemanager.com
or write to us on info@cmast.be
Thank you